Blacktown & Districts Soccer Football Association Incorporated
Re-grading Policy

1.

Purpose
•

2.

To provide clarity on the process regarding regrades within all competitions
Regrades of ALDI MiniRoo Competitions

Regrades of ALDI MiniRoo competitions will be conducted periodically by the Football
Operations Manager in the effort to have members playing in development leagues closest
to their ability.
3.

Regrades of Competitive Competitions

Teams within competitive competitions shall be open for regrading under the following
conditions:
•
•
•
•

4.

An extraordinary win, high goals for, low goals against ratio compared to the rest of
their division (promoted);
An extraordinary loss, low goals for, high goals against ratio compared to the rest of
the division (relegated);
A team(s) may be promoted to a higher division only if a team(s) in that higher
division is eligible to be relegated;
Teams may be promoted or relegated at the discretion of the Football Operations
Manager before six completed rounds of competition.
Guidelines of Regrades

Generally a team with a perfect win rate combined with a very high goals for and low goals
against will be eligible for promotion. Generally, but not limited to a team with an average
of five goals per match higher than their oppositions will be considered for promotion.
Similarly, generally a team with a zero win rate combined with a high goals against and low
goals for will be eligible for relegation. Generally, but not limited to a team with an average
of five goals per match lower than their oppositions will be considered for relegation.
Considerations will be given for matches played against teams that are considered stronger.
Further consideration will be given to matches where a team may be short on players. Other
factors and circumstances including the impact on team numbers, byes and re-draws in
each grade will also be considered.
5.

Points and Impact of Regraded Teams
•
•

Teams that are either promoted or relegated shall be placed in equal fourth
position both on competition points and goal difference;
Matches already played against the regraded team shall be deemed as the result
already obtained on the day with the goal difference being decided by:
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o If a promoted team won by the highest goal difference of that round, the
second highest goal difference of that round will be awarded to the losing
team;
o If a relegated team lost by the highest goal difference of that round, the
second highest goal difference of that round will be awarded to the winning
team;
o In all other circumstances the original result and goal difference will stand.
6. Appeals
There are no appeals in relation to regrading.
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